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PRES. MACRON & 1st LADY BRIGITTE PAID A TRIBUTE AND VIIST TO ANNECY's
VICTIMS
"THEY ARE STABILISED" MACRON SAID

Paris, Washington DC, 10.06.2023, 01:04 Time

USPA NEWS - French President Macron accompanied by his wife Brigitte went to Annecy, today June 9, 2023, the day after the knife
attack to hear from the six injured including four young children. Emmanuel and Brigitte Macron previously passed through the
Grenoble University Hospital at the bedside of three of the young victims whose new announcements by the Head of State, "are
positive", Everything that was said to me is going in the right direction", "They are stabilized", before thanking and paying tribute to the
police and medical teams. President Macron expressed both his relief at the improvement in the health of the victims, and the pride of
directly thanking the hero, catholic pilgrim of the cathedrals. The head of state, has expressed a sincere emotion, with tears in his eyes
by evoking this abject tragedy since the attacker has targeted young children, vulnerable, whom he qualifies as "Attacking children is
the most barbaric act there is ». President Macron, explained his coming to the Grenoble Hospital after the tragic attack yesterday
Thursday, June 8, in Annecy "The meaning of my presence today is to bring the support of the entire Nation to the victims and their
families. 

THE TWO CHILDREN ARE STABILIZED NOW "PRESIDENT MACRON ANNOUNCED AT GRENOBLE HOSPITAL
President Macron, explained his coming to the Grenoble Hospital after the tragic attack yesterday Thursday, June 8, in Annecy "The
meaning of my presence today is to bring the support of the entire Nation to the victims and their families. But it is also to thank you",
explained the Head of State who then welcomed "This face of a France that saves ».
As soon as he spoke, the President Macron, was reassuring "I am not a doctor, but we were told this morning in Grenoble that the two
children are stabilized now", he said.As he spoke his words, his face expressed sadness, and the trembling voice re-illuminated as he
addressed the rescuers, "I'm very proud of you." He, thanked them for "their rapid intervention". as he shakes the hands of the
members of the medical team, devoted in this hospital to saving the victims of this terrible attack as well as the police who
apprehended the assailant in 4 minutes after the SOS telephone call. follow one another until the meeting with Henri d'Anselme, the
Good Samaritan, who became candidly a hero through his act of bravery during the knife attack on the Annecy playground.

Indeed, the path of this young pilgrim of twenty four, Henri crossed that of this madman with a barbaric gesture, towards the most
vulnerable, young and elderly children... while he was going to hitchhike, carrying his two bags back…
Indeed, obviously the presence of this young Good Samaritan, Henri who became a national hero, by his gesture of pursuit after the
assailant of the four children and two adults of the playground, stopping him, until the arrival of the police.

THE "VERY AGITATED" ASSAILLANT IS STILL IN CUSTODY SINCE 8 JUNE As far as the investigations are concerned, they are
continuing and the custody of the assailant, who is "totally mute" and very "agitated" since his arrest, and has been extended,
according to various official sources.The first news concerning the state of health of the four children injured on Thursday « are
positive", welcomed President Macron. Among the injured children, the Dutch girl, hospitalized in Geneva, is "out of danger",
according to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.It is true that the sequence is surreal, with Henri, pursuing the imposing
assailant who is armed with a large knife who runs away... It is rare to see a man armed with a bladed weapon, fleeing another who is
is, unarmed, provided only with a backpack.Congratulated by Emmanuel Macron, Henri said with great humility "to have acted as any
Frenchman would have done"."By doing each and everyone your duty, you have done much more", added President Macron in
response to Henri, so luminous and of great modesty and humility, while saluting "this face of a France which saves, who intervenes,
who challenges, who heals and accompanies".

PRESIDENT MACRON INVITED HENRI D'ANSELME TO THE INAUGURATION OF NOTRE DAME DE PARIS AFTERHE
CONGRATULATE HIM



The young Good Samaritan, Henri fan of cathedrals, explaining "Each of us could have done what I did and just lift your head up and
see what is big and beautiful, France would be more secure " . Henri I obtained, thanks to his act of bravery, to be invited by the Head
of State Macron to the next inauguration of Notre-Dame de Paris, since it was restored after the fire.
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